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Sobre les Vides de sant Vicent Ferrer compilades per Ranzano, Antonino, i Miquel Peres; amb
una edició de la Vita sancti Vincentii de Francesc de Castiglione / On the early biographies of
saint Vincent Ferrer, with an edi/ion ofthe one written by Francesc de Castiglione. Curt Wittlin.

This article describes the historical background ofthe canonization ofthe famous Valencian
preacher and analyses his first hagiographies, showing how eat'lier texts influenced later ones.
Miquel Peres' Vida is analysed in more detail, while the Francesc de Castiglione's Vita finds here
its first modern complete edition.

Els amants i els altres. Una visita al tercer amorós en la literatura catalana medieval / The
Lovers and the Others. A visit to the Lover Third in the Medieval Catalan Literature. Vicent
Martines.

This paper is a study about the relations between Lovers in Medieval Catalan Literature,
specially focussed the paper played in it by the third (main lovers are the first and the second). This
third character in love relations has a very importants rolls in it, because he plays against on in
favour of the lovers. This paper reviews some of the most representatives texts of Medieval
Catalan Literature, both narrative and lirics, in order to describe that rolls and its origins, from
troubadors to Tirant lo Blanch.

A l'entorn d'un protocol de Rafael Martí de Viciana / About a protocolfrom Rafael Martí de
Viciana. Jaume J. Chiner Gimeno.

Study of the copy of a capbreu from Rafael Martí de Viciana, made by Josep Casses, clerk
in Borriana vila. The importance ofthe document is based on the fact that Viciana notarial activity
protocols haven't been found.

Les preposicions catalanes per i per a: un cas conflictiu de la normativa lingüística /
The Catalonian preposi/ions per and per a: a conflicting point in the linguistic normative. Joan
Andreu Bellés.

This article, after showing, from the ethymological, historical and dialectical point of view,
the problem about the prepositions per and per a in Catalonian, analyzes critically the various
normative proposals made, as well as the uses of mass media, and justifies his option towards a
pragmatical issue.

Folklore i llengua: les paraules de la dansa / Folklore and language: the words in dancing.
Lluís Gimeno Betí.

According to the title, this article tries to show the intimate connection between popular
culture and language. The first part is a short methodological introduction of this connection
through, mainly, the school of Worter un Sachen and its followers in the Romania in general and
our Filology in particular. The second part analizes, from the folkloric point of view, the danced
balls from la Todolella and Peníscola. At the end there is a ¡iule commented vocabulary of the
dances and balls.



Cicle familiar, pràctiques successòries i sistemes agraris durant l'Antic Règim al País
Valencià / Familiar cycles, inheritance practiques and agricultural systems duryng the Ancien
Regime at the Paú Valencià. Modest Barrera Aymerich.

Production and reproduction have been the defining features ofthe family business along the
cow'se oftime. They produced in order to reproc!uce themselves, anc! in this way they passec! their
possessions at their heirs in order to build a new family business. This would be the axis of a
familiar cycle ruled by a strong patriarchy, whose inheritance practiques, in the case of Valencia,
allowing anc! equal distribution, determinec! not only the demographic aspects but also the fact that
the notions of ownership and running the land were separated c!uring the Ancien Regime.

Etnicitat, nació, Estat i projecte europeu. Sobre macroestructures, identitats i desconstruccions
/ Etnicity, nation, State and European projecto About macro-structures, identities and
deconstructions. Andrés Piqueras Infante.

In this paper some of the ethnic and national clues that are leac!ing to a strong processess of
collective ic!entification all over the world, are pointed out. Many ofthis elements were employec!
to obtain former ic!entifcations are, on the other hand, revitalizec! in the construction of
Macrostructures (Macro-State and Macro-Nation), to which there is a tendency nowdays.
From these pages some ofthe principal orientations on both processess, which can eventually be
contrac!ictory, are analizec!, as are certain ref1ections about their possible deconstruction.

Congruències i discrepàncies en les escales de valors entre pares i fills adolescents /
Agreements and disagreements in value scales between parents and teenage children. Dionisio
Martín Valero.

In this article we gather an empirical study over a sample of valencian parents anc! teenage
children so as to obtain differences and similarities (alignement leves) between their value scales.
For this study, with also takes in the variable "social class", we usec! Rokeach's RVS. It is based
on Rokeach's theory -inculcation of values-, pointing out the importance of significant groups as
referential groups or models in the processes of socialization, anc! condudes by reasserting the
detennination of parents in the axiological configuration of their chilc!ren.

Comportament edàfic de Gypsophila hispanica Willk. a la província de Castelló / Edaphic
behaviour ofGypsophila hispanica Willk. in the province ofCastelló. Sanchis Duato et alii.

Gysophila hispanica Willk. is an iberian-Ievantine enc!emism with optimum in the
Maestracensis sector (Castillan-Maestrazgo-Manchego province) anc! the province of Aragon,
which is generally considerec! a gysum soil element. Analysis of the cbaracteristics of the soils
of the locations studied shows a wic!e edaphic spectrum and indicates that it belongs to
halo(gypso)ni trophile taxa.
Key words: Gypsophila hispanica; Soillvegetation relationships; Halo-gypsum soils.
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